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Opening
My former boss: “Natalie, we could stand on a street corner and see
a car wreck - the same car wreck - and you and I would have
completely different stories about that same car wreck!”
Have you ever wondered why there are four different gospel
accounts? (Clue: it’s more than just differing perspectives)
Specifically, why there are some portions told exactly the same in
some, but are not included in another at all?
Or why some accounts are included in more than one, or possibly
all four accounts in many instances, but vary widely in how they
are presented?
And a biggie: why are there so many differences in when certain
events and/or dialogues occur in the gospel writer’s chronology of
events?
This, of course, presents a problem! If there’s a difference in an
account, which one is correct?
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Today’s topic:
Synopsis of the Four Gospels: What It Is, What it does, and what it
can do for you
(In other words, why you should definitely care about and get familiar
with at least one synopsis of the Gospel and why these tools are so
awesome!)

Why do you need to familiarize yourself with this tool?
• Preaching or teaching from Gospels - imperative that you use
one:
• for knowing the differences and similarities between the
versions of any of the stories
• for understanding the purpose and intent of each Gospel
writer (what’s important to each chronicler? what was he
trying to emphasize? to whom was he communicating?)
• Use devotionally - dive deep into the Gospels; something fresh
and different and exceedingly interesting for your devotional life,
I guarantee.
• Getting to know Jesus. Perhaps you simply want to better
understand the life and ministry of Christ - how it all went down.
• read all the Gospels side by side - simply so you don’t have to
flip back and forth to cross-reference (woot!)

Terms we’ll use:
•
•
•
•
•

The Synoptic Gospels (vs. John’s Gospel)
Synopsis
Harmony PARALLEL
Apparatus
Variants

“The Synoptic Gospels”
“synoptic”: (etymology) is conflation of two Greek words that together
mean “to see together.”
Matthew, Mark and Luke are the most similar.
• Common Oral Tradition - (See Luke 2:1 - “accounts passed on
to us” refers to a period of time during which the transmission of
the events was passed along orally) At the very least, it’s
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agreed, or perhaps assumed, that these men’s accounts shared
a common oral tradition over time - the passing of the stories in
similar circles and among similar peoples/cultures, such that
they were preserved orally with the most similarity.
• “Q” - One scholarly hypothesis is that these three writers who
wanted to capture the events of Jesus’ life and ministry all drew
from another document, nicknamed “Q,” which may or may not
exist. It’s a theory constructed to try to understand their
similarities and to account for the fact that some of their
passages and little editorial comments are recorded in two or all
accounts verbatim.
• Occasional disagreement in the order of events, but that never
seemed to be any of their points, including Luke, who
determined to present “an orderly account.”
John
Then there’s John’s Gospel
• significantly different from the other three, so not called
“synoptic”
• some different accounts and much dialogue not included in any
of the others

“Synopsis”: What it is and what it snot
“Synopsis,” when referring to Bible study tools, is not the same as a
“synopsis” in literary studies usage. Nor is it a “harmony” or parallel
version.
• What it’s not:
• different from literary “synopsis” (= “plot summary”)
• a “Harmony” of the Gospels (show harmony on Amazon
tab)
In the harmony of the Gospels, the various stories
found in the four Gospels are reorganized into one
story, most typically chronologically as best as can be
discerned and as scholars typically date/order the
event.
Difference: But in a synopsis, each gospel is
presented in its entirety, but lined up next to the other
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Gospels, usually and columns.
• a “parallel” (show biblegateway.com on screen)
• What it is:
o a Bible synopsis refers to a tool that displays different
passages or verses from different parts of the Bible that
contain the same or similar passages/stories side-by-side
for comparison.
o You might do this with a passage from the Old
Testament that is also used in the New Testament, in
order to line them up side-by-side and see exactly where
they match and where they don’t match
o you might do this where one of the New Testament
authors was quoting Jesus or someone else from
somewhere else in the Bible
o most commonly used to examine the four Gospels sideby-side, especially Matthew Mark and Luke, but also
including John for the most complete analysis

Three Examples of a Synopsis:
One very commonly used among scholars, pastors, seminarians,
and stay-at-home-working-moms like me and now, quite possibly,
you:
• Synopsis of the Four Gospels in English, ed. by Kurt Aland.
o “First Love”: my personal fave.
o So purdy. Cloth cover - one of the few I own.
o Big book that lays flat so you can see everything.
o Laid out really well - lotta white space - again, so you can
see a page at a glance and easily discern what’s going on
- the method in the madness.
o Many, many (if not most) subsequent synopses of the
Gospels build their work upon Aland’s
• Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum (Greek text, with Latin
headings and such)
• If I had the money: Synopsis of the Four Gospels: GreekEnglish Edition of the Synopsis Quattuor Egangeliorum
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(basically, my book 1 and book 2 with interfacing pages.
Schweeeeet.
• Clearly, with the phrase “in English,” that implies that there is
also one in other language. In this case, Aland also has one in
Greek. Today, I’m going to show you the one in English!
• The NET Bible Synopsis of the Four Gospels, ed. by Gregory A White
• http://amzn.to/1mWnjtGSynopsis of the Four Gospels: RSV (English-only)
is Aland’s exact work but English only.
Difference between Aland’s and White’s synopses:
the translation of the Bible used.
Each editor of a synopsis chooses which translation to use. Can
use any.
• Aland uses Revised Standard Version (RSV), then also shows
how FIVE other versions vary in their translation of each word
or phrase, whenever they’ve translated something differently.
• {“Variants” - we’ll come back to these in a sec…}
• White used the NET Bible (White’s Table of Scriptures is based
on Kurt Aland’s synopsis work.)
• Maps - very cool: maps are matched with the pertinent
passage AND many are labeled with events that happened
there. Example:
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Distinctives of Most Synopses of the Gospels
(or at least these two examples - I’m most familiar with these):
• Column width as guide to focus and to inclusions/exclusions by Gospel
author
• Column headings (show the significant portion of Jesus’ life/ministry/event
that’s being narrated)
• Use of bold to follow a particular gospel through directly
• Size of text (or perhaps just that the text is unbolded) to show which text is
being followed and which is being placed next to the primary text for
comparison purposes)
• Index to find any given verse, both in its formal-flow presentation (bolded)
or when it’s inserted next to another Gospel’s bolded flow.
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“Variants”:
When editors, including those creating synopses, attempt to take various
translations into account and let their reader know translation teams have
decided differently about how a Greek word or phrase in the Bible ought to be
translated into English.
• They show these differences/variances below the text in something called
an “Apparatus.”
• Many good study Bibles highlight major variants in their footnotes below
the text - especially true for words that only appear in the NT one time and
perhaps on which there is much scholarly debate over its best English
translation
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“Apparatus”:
•
•

•

•
•

Usually found at bottom of page or below a section, whichever is smaller
and keeps you closest to the section of the text they refer to
(the apparatus accompanies the reader as she reads through the text it’s always there for handy reference; don’t have to flip to the end of a
chapter/section or back of the book)
Can include sections for all kinds of things: cross-references, textual
variances, and whatever else the editor chooses to have handy for the
reader
each editor will have different ways of laying out their apparatus
layout of apparatus and all the symbols used will be found in a section of
the “Front Matter” of the book called “Signs and Symbols” or something
similar to that.

Recap:
Why do you need to get your hands (even if virtually) on a synopsis of the four
(preferably) Gospels?
• Preaching or teaching from Gospels - imperative that you use one:
• knowing the differences between the versions of any of the stories
• helps you understand the purpose and intent of each Gospel writer (what’s
important to each chronicler? what was he trying to emphasize? to whom
was he communicating?)
• read all the Gospels side by side - simply so you don’t have to flip back
and forth to cross-reference (woot!)
• Use devotionally - dive deep into the Gospels; something fresh and
different and exceedingly interesting for your devotional life, I guarantee.
• Getting to know Jesus. Perhaps you simply want to better understand the
life and ministry of Christ - how it all went down.

Resources:
Synopsis of the First Three Gospels (free) - http://www.amenonline.org/synopsis/
NET Bible Synopsis:
Print (if you want to feel the pages): The NET Bible Synopsis of the Four
Gospels, ed. by Gregory A White
Online (and free): The NET Bible Synopsis of the Four Gospels by
Gregory A. White, ed.
https://bible.org/sites/bible.org/files/ntsynopsis_download_ebook.pdf
Kindle version (free): http://amzn.to/1PXWCPX
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Chart form synopsis, maps, interlinear synopsis
Aland’s various synopses (the orig.):
Synopsis of the Four Gospels: Greek-English Edition of the Synopsis Quattuor
Egangeliorum
Synopsis Quattuor Egangeliorum, and Synopsis of the Four Gospels in
English – all edited by Kurt Aland (all published by United Bible Societies
and all have many editions)
United Bible Society:
Synopsis of the Four Gospels: RSV (English-only)

“Take It Further” Resources:
Good intro for non-scholars and entry-level scholars:
Four Portraits, One Jesus: A Survey of Jesus and the Gospels (Mark L Strauss;
Zondervan)
For understanding discrepancies and such:
New International Encyclopedia of Bible Difficulties (Gleason L. Archer Jr.;
Zondervan)
Harmony of Gospels:
A Harmony of the Gospels: NASV (R. L. Thomas & S. N. Gundry)
Parallel Bibles
NIV/NKJV/NLT/Mess, Complete Evangelical Parallel Bible
If you have a life issue you haven’t been able to sort through biblically and
theologically and it’s bothering or perplexing you, or you simply want to dive
in and learn how to study the Bible using the same methods and principles
trained pastors, scholars, and Bible teachers use, my book might be a good
fit for you.
Print Version: Women, Leadership, and the Bible: How Do I Know What to
Believe? A Practical Guide to Biblical Interpretation
(Kindle Version Link)

Note/Disclosure:
Many of the links on this page are “affiliate” links, meaning that I may make a
small commission if you purchase the book through my link. These small
proceeds will help support the ministry and efforts of
Your.BiblicalBreakthrough.com. Thanks in advance for considering making your
purchase through our links!
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